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pike: role of the nature and
topology of the glycan shield in the structure and
dynamics of the SARS-CoV-2 S†

Aoife M. Harbison,‡a Carl A. Fogarty,‡a Toan K. Phung,b Akash Satheesan,a

Benjamin L. Schulz b and Elisa Fadda *a

The dense glycan shield is an essential feature of the SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) architecture, key to immune

evasion and to the activation of the prefusion conformation. Recent studies indicate that the occupancy

and structures of the SARS-CoV-2 S glycans depend not only on the nature of the host cell, but also on

the structural stability of the trimer; a point that raises important questions about the relative

competence of different glycoforms. Moreover, the functional role of the glycan shield in the SARS-

CoV-2 pathogenesis suggests that the evolution of the sites of glycosylation is potentially intertwined

with the evolution of the protein sequence to affect optimal activity. Our results from multi-

microsecond molecular dynamics simulations indicate that the type of glycosylation at N234, N165 and

N343 greatly affects the stability of the receptor binding domain (RBD) open conformation, and thus its

exposure and accessibility. Furthermore, our results suggest that the loss of glycosylation at N370,

a newly acquired modification in the SARS-CoV-2 S glycan shield's topology, may have contributed to

increase the SARS-CoV-2 infectivity as we find that N-glycosylation at N370 stabilizes the closed RBD

conformation by binding a specific cleft on the RBD surface. We discuss how the absence of the N370

glycan in the SARS-CoV-2 S frees the RBD glycan binding cleft, which becomes available to bind cell-

surface glycans, and potentially increases host cell surface localization.
Introduction

Spike (S) glycoproteins mediate the adhesion and fusion of
enveloped viruses to the host cell, initiating viral infection.1–3

The interaction with the cell-bound receptor leads to a complex
conformational change, dependent on the S architecture,4,5 that
terminates with the fusion of the viral envelope with the host
cell's membrane, giving the virus access to the cellular
machinery for replication.3 Viral envelope S are heavily coated
with a dense layer of complex carbohydrates, also known as
a glycan shield, that performs different intrinsic and extrinsic
functions, from modulating protein folding, stability and traf-
cking, to masking the virus from the immune system and
mediating contacts with lectins and antibodies.1 The severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has
a trimeric S glycoprotein6,7 protruding from the viral envelope
surface.8,9 The SARS-CoV-2 S has 22 N-glycosylation sequons per
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protomer, of which at least 18 appear to be consistently occu-
pied in different constructs,8,10–15 and O-glycosylation sites with
signicantly lower occupancy.11,12,16

A unique feature of the SARS-CoV-2 S glycoprotein's archi-
tecture is the key role of the glycan shield in its activation
mechanism.17,18 Binding of SARS-CoV-2 S to its primary
receptor, namely the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2),19,20 requires the opening of one (or more) receptor
binding domains (RBDs), which need to emerge from the glycan
shield to become accessible.9,17,18,21–23 The RBD opening creates
a cavity within the SARS-CoV-2 S prefusion trimer's structure,6,7

see Fig. 1, which extends deeply into the trimer's core. In the
absence of strategically positioned N-glycans as a support,17

upon RBD opening this large pocket would be lled by water
molecules, likely weakening the S prefusion structural integrity,
especially considering the SARS-CoV-2 S pre-cleaved polybasic
furin site at the S1/S2 boundary.24,25 Multi-microsecond molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations supported by biolayer inter-
ferometry experiments17 have shown that this structural
weakness is effectively recovered by the N-glycan at position
N234, where a site-specic large oligomannose8,10,14,15 is able to
ll the cavity, supporting the RBD open conformation.17

Furthermore, MD simulations have also shown that the N-
glycans at positions N165 and N343, see Fig. 1, are directly
involved in important interactions with residues of the open
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 (panel a) Structure of the fully glycosylated SARS-CoV-2 S (PDBid 6VYB) ectodomain.7 The protein is shown in grey with the RBDs of chain
B and C highlighted in orange and white, respectively; the glycan shield is highlighted in blue. (panel b) Close up on the open pockets with theN-
glycans at the strategic positions N234, N165, and N343 highlighted in green, cyan and purple, respectively. (panel c)N-glycans considered in the
different models studied in this work, represented through the SNFG26 and drawn with DrawGlycan27 (http://www.virtualglycome.org/
DrawGlycan/). Molecular rendering done with VMD.28
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RBD, supporting its open conformation17 and mediating (or
gating) its transition from open to closed,18 respectively.

The crucial role of the N-glycans at N234, N165 and N343 is
exerted through the contacts these structures can make with
protein residues, both in the open RBD (of chain B, following
the PDBid 6VYB nomenclature) and in the adjacent closed RBD
(chain C) at either side of the empty cle,17 see Fig. 1. Their
ability to engage in effective interactions is intrinsically linked
to the nature, size, sequence and branching of the N-glycans at
these sites, opening the oor to a broader discussion on the
relative structural stability and dynamics of different S glyco-
forms. This is a very important point to explore, especially in
view of the design of specic antiviral therapeutic strategies
targeting glycosylation,29 yet a very difficult (if not impossible)
one to systematically address experimentally.

In this work, we present the results of a set of multi-
microsecond MD simulations of different SARS-CoV-2 S glyco-
forms aimed at characterizing the effect of changes in the type
of glycosylation at positions N234, N165 and N343, see Fig. 1,
while the rest of the glycan shield is represented consistently
with a stable recombinant S prefusion trimer (Strimer).10,17 More
specically, we investigated if shorter oligomannoses structures
at N234, such as Man5 and paucimannose (Man3), see Fig. 1,
could occupy the empty cle in the open SARS-CoV-2 S as
effectively as larger oligomannoses such as Man9, characteristic
of a highly stable prefusion Strimer.10 As an important note,
Man5, rather than Man7/8/9 is found to be present, or even to
be the dominant glycosylation type at N234 in the virus, vaccine
epitopes and in some recombinant S constructs.8,11,30 We also
explored how the role of oligomannose structures at N234 is
supplemented by the complex N-glycans at N165 and N343,
which can form a tight network of glycan–glycan and glycan–
protein interactions that stabilize the orientation and dynamics
of the open RBD across different possible orientations.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Finally, we also investigated the effect of a mutation, unique
to the SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 (NCBI reference sequence:
NC_045512.2) and derived strains,31 that changes the RBD
glycan shield's topology. More specically, in SARS-CoV and
MERS,32 as well as in the bat RaTG13 and pangolin CoV SARS-
CoV-2 variants,25,33,34 position N370 on the RBD is part of an
occupied NST sequon,32 which is lost in SARS-CoV-2 due to
a T372A mutation. We performed ancestral sequence recon-
struction of selected SARS S sequences to investigate the gain
and loss of glycosylation sequons during S evolution. To
address the effect of this change in the glycan shield's topology,
we re-introduced the N-glycan at N370 in the SARS-CoV-2 S
native sequence and ran MD simulations to study its effect on
the stability of both, the open and closed RBDs. Our simulations
indicate that within the SARS-CoV-2 S architecture, glycosyla-
tion at N370 does not interfere with the glycan network at N234,
N165 and N343, but actively contributes to it by stabilizing very
effectively the RBD open conformation.

Interestingly, analysis of the closed protomers shows that the
N370 glycan from RBD (A) is rmly bound to the RBD (C) surface,
where it occupies a specic cle. This interaction results in tying
the closed RBD (C) to the adjacent closed RBD (A), very much like
the laces in a shoe, thus potentially hindering the opening of the
RBDs. Based on these ndings, we propose that the recent loss of
N-glycosylation at N370 allows for a higher availability of open S
conformations by lowering the energetic cost of the opening
reaction, which is likely to be benecial by providing higher
infectivity of SARS-CoV-2 relative to closely related variants
carrying this sequon. We also discuss how the cle on the closed
RBD surface in SARS-CoV-2 S, which is occupied by the N370
glycan in S glycoforms with the sequon, may be used by other
glycans found on the cell surface, such as glycosaminoglycans,35–40

sialogangliosides, and blood group antigens,39 where these inter-
actionsmay contribute to increasing the S cell-surface localization.
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 386–395 | 387
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Results

In this section we will present the results of extensive confor-
mational sampling based on multi-microsecond MD simula-
tions of SARS-CoV-2 S models with different glycosylation at
N234, N165 and N343, see Table 1. Specically, we determined
the effects of site-specic glycan structure on the SARS-CoV-2 S
ectodomain's structure and dynamics by systematically
reducing the size of the oligomannose at N234; from Man9
(N234-Man9), found in highly stable prefusion SARS-CoV-2 S
constructs,10,12,30 and also studied in previous work,17,41 we pro-
gressed to a shorter Man5 (N234-Man5), found on the virus and
on other SARS-CoV-2 S constructs,11,30 and to paucimannose
(N234-Man3) as a hypothetical size limit. In these models the
glycosylation at N165 and N343 is biantennary complex
(FA2G2), and in one case we have also considered bisecting
GlcNAc F/A2B forms at N343 and N165, respectively, see Fig. 1
and Table S1.† The results obtained for the N234-Man5 models
were compared to a SARS-CoV-2 S model with a uniform
immature glycosylation,42 i.e. in which all N-glycans are Man5
(all-Man5). Finally, to assess the effect of loss of glycosylation at
N370 on SARS-CoV-2 S, we added a complex N-glycan (FA2G2) at
N370 in the N234-Man9 model with bisecting GlcNAc (F/A2B) N-
glycans at N165 and N343, respectively. In all of these models
the glycosylation at all sites other than the ones listed above is
consistent and the same as the prole experimentally deter-
mined for the stable prefusion Strimer,10 see Table S1.† Results
are based on the analysis of multiple uncorrelated MD trajec-
tories (replicas) run in parallel for each model (see details in the
Computational methods section in ESI†).
N234-Man5

The structure and dynamics of the RBD (residues 330 to 530)
from amodel with aMan5 at N234 and FA2G2 at N165 and N343
was analysed based on three replicas with sampling times
Table 1 Orientation of the RBD in different SARS-CoV-2 S glycoforms in t
2 S ectodomain, as described in ref. 17. Standard deviation values are indi
in parentheses. Note: the first 300 ns of each trajectory were considere
analysis

Model system Replicas

N234-Man5 R1 (2 ms)
R2 (2 ms)
R3 (1.5 ms)

N234-Man3 R1 (2 ms)
R2 (1.9 ms)
R3 (1.4 ms)

N234-Man9 R1 (2 ms)
R2 (1.4 ms)

N234-Man9 (+N370) R1 (1.4 ms)
R2 (1.3 ms)

All-Man5 R1 (1.4 ms)
R2 (1.1 ms)
R3 (1.9 ms)

N234-Man9* (Man5 N165/
N343)

R1 (2.1 ms)

388 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 386–395
indicated in Table 1. Note that the rst 300 ns of each replica
were omitted from the analysis to allow conformational equil-
ibration, see Fig. S1.† The dynamics of the RBD is rather
complex and for consistency with previous work17 we dened it
here in terms of lateral and axial angle values populations. The
lateral angle indicates an in-plane motion of the open RBD
along a hypothetical circle centred on the central helices of the
spike. This angle is dened by three points, corresponding to (1)
the centre of mass of the open RBD core b-sheets at frame 0, i.e.
the orientation of the RBD in PDB 6VYB, (2) the centre of mass
of the top section of the central helices (CH), and (3) the centre
of mass of the open RBD core b-sheets at each frame along the
trajectory.17 The axial-angle denes a tilting motion of the open
RBD either away from (negative values) or toward (positive
values) the central helices of the spike. The axial angle is
dened by (1) the centre of mass of the open RBD core b-sheets,
(2) the centre of mass of the central helices, and (3) the centre of
mass of the top section of the central helices.17 A graphical
representation of the axial and lateral angle coordinate frame is
shown in Fig. 2.

Results shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1 indicate that in the N234-
Man5 S model the open RBD can access a larger conformational
space relative to the N243-Man9 model along the lateral
displacement coordinate, while it is still able to adopt a stable
open conformation, indicated by the axial tilt values. To note,
the results from the MD simulations of the N243-Man9 ecto-
domain model presented here agree with the results obtained
for the whole N243-Man9 S glycoprotein model.17 The N234-
Man5 S open conformations obtained from the conforma-
tional sampling scheme we used are slightly diverse, encom-
passing different degrees of opening, as shown in Fig. S1 and
S2.† More specically, the RBD can be ‘wide-open’, see in Fig. 2
(panel b), i.e. in a similar orientation seen in the cryo-EM
structures,6 stabilized by interactions involving different RBD
residues and the N165 and N234 N-glycans, while the N343 N-
erms of average lateral and axial angle values relative to the SARS-CoV-
cated in parentheses. Total simulation time for each replica is indicated
d as part of conformational equilibration and were omitted from the

Lateral angle (�) Axial angle (�)

0.0 (2.4) 2.9 (1.1)
�6.7 (2.9) 4.8 (0.9)
2.7 (3.7) 5.9 (0.9)
4.4 (3.1) 1.8 (1.1)
1.3 (2.5) �0.1 (1.0)
2.5 (2.5) 6.7 (1.1)
3.4 (2.0) �0.5 (0.7)
�0.7 (2.0) 4.8 (0.7)
�3.4 (2.4) 6.0 (0.7)
�0.6 (2.1) �1.0 (0.7)
�14.1 (2.6) 3.2 (0.9)
�3.5 (3.6) 6.9 (1.0)
�1.9 (6.4) �0.2 (3.8)
0.2 (2.5) 7.3 (1.0)

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (panels a and d) Kernel density estimation (KDE) analysis of the lateral and axial angles distributions calculated through the uncorrelated
MD trajectories obtained for N234-Man5 (green), replicas R1–3, and for N234-Man9 (cyan), replicas R1, 2 for comparison. (panels b and e)
Graphical representation of the lateral (b) and axial (e) angles. Displacements relative to the initial trajectory frame are measured in terms of
positive and negative values. The centre of mass of the RBD and of the central helices (CH) are used as reference points. (panels e and f) Top view
on an equilibrated snapshot of the N234-Man5 (R3) S and N234-Man9 (R2) S, respectively. Man5/9 at N234 are shown in green, while the N-
glycans at N165 and N343 are shown in cyan and purple, respectively. All other glycans are not represented for clarity. The RBD of chain B is
shown in orange, while the rest of the protein is in grey. Data analysis and graphs were done with seaborn (www.seaborn.pydata.org) and
molecular rendering with PyMol (www.pymol.org) and VMD.28
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glycan is relatively free on the opposite side of the pocket, or
alternatively the RBD can be in an intermediate conformation
between the wide-open and the closed. In the latter the N-
glycans at all three positions N165, N234 and N343 are involved
in complex interactions with protein residues in the RBD,
namely with the loop from L460 and F489, and in and around
the pocket, and with each other, see Fig. S3.† Within this
framework, the higher lateral degree of exibility of the open
RBD in the N234-Man5 S model is due to the smaller size of the
Man5 glycan and its specic conformational propensity relative
to Man9, which adopts a more ‘tree-like’ conformation, sup-
ported by extensive inter-arm interactions,43 that lls the pocket
much more effectively, see Fig. 2 (panels e and f). More specif-
ically, the Man5 at N234 appears to be less competent than
Man9 at forming interactions that bridge both sides of the
pocket as it accesses the cavity le open by the RBD, while it
mainly interacts with residues at the base of the open RBD,
leaving it ‘unhinged’ when in the “wide-open” conformation,
relative to the N234-Man9 model. As an interesting point to
note, in all the trajectories the core fucose of the N343 FA2G2
glycan is exposed to the solvent, potentially allowing for its
recognition. This is in agreement with cryo-EM studies report-
ing interactions involving the core fucose of the N-glycan at
N343 and human neutralizing antibodies.44

To further assess the role of the type of glycosylation around
the N234-Man5 in the RBD dynamics, we ran three MD simu-
lations of a model with uniform Man5 glycosylation (all Man5
model), see Table 1 and Fig. S4.† The results indicate that the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
replacement of the complex glycans with immature Man5
structures is problematic for the stability of the open RBD. More
specically, the shorter size and 3D architecture of the Man5 at
N343 does not allow it to engage effectively with residues in the
RBD, while the Man5 at N234, as seen for the N234-Man5
model, is not able to effectively engage with the closed RBD
(chain C) that ank the opposite side of the empty pocket. These
results agree with recent work indicating that immature glyco-
sylation, achieved in GnTI�/� mutant cells, leads to a less
competent S glycoprotein relative to the fully glycosylated
variant.42 For comparison we tested a N234-Man9 model where
only the N-glycans at N165 and N343 were Man5. The results
shown in Table 1 and Fig. S5† indicate that the presence of
a large oligomannose structure at N243 helps recover the
instability by more effectively occupying the empty pocket. In
the equilibrium conformation sampled through 2.1 ms, the RBD
conformation is more closed, shown also by the positive value of
the axial angle, see Table 1, where both Man5 at N165 and N343
can interact with each other and with the RBD residues, see
Fig. S5.†
N234-Man3

To gauge the implications of the size of the oligomannose at
N243 for the orientation and dynamics of the open RBD, we
studied a model were N243 is modied with a paucimannose
(Man3). Note, to our knowledge, the presence of Man3 at this or
at any sequon in the SARS-CoV-2 S has not been detected to
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 386–395 | 389



Fig. 3 (panels a and c) Kernel density estimation (KDE) analysis of the lateral and axial angle distributions calculated through the uncorrelated MD
trajectories obtained for N234-Man3 (orange), replicas R1–3, and for N234-Man9 (cyan), replicas R1, 2 for comparison. (panels b and d) Close-
ups on a representative snapshot of the N234-Man3 (R3) simulation from the side and top, respectively. Man3 at N234 is shown in green, while
the N-glycans at N165 and N343 are shown in cyan and purple, respectively. The solvent accessible surface of the open RBD is shown in orange,
while the rest of the protein is shown in grey. All other glycans are shown in blue, as an overlay of snapshots collected every 10 frames. The
position of the core fucose in the FA2G2N-glycans at N343 is highlightedwithin a yellow circle. Data analysis and graphs were donewith seaborn
(www.seaborn.pydata.org) and molecular rendering with VMD.28
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date;8,10–13,30,45,46 nevertheless, as Man3 is one of the smallest
oligomannose structures, this S glycoform represents a case
study to account for the effect of the reduction in the size of the
N-glycan to an extreme at this strategic position. The results
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3 in addition to the visual analysis of
all trajectories, show that Man3 at N234 is less competent than
Man 5 and Man9 in supporting a fully wide-open RBD. In only
one of the three replicas, namely R3 shown in Fig. 3 (panels
b and d), the Man3 accesses the interior of the open pocket,
although its size does not allow for it to form any interactions
that contribute to stability. In both R1 and R2, Man3 interacts
with residues outside or at the edge of the pocket, as shown in
Fig. S6.†

In the N234-Man3 model, the open RBD does not show any
signicant lateral excursions, see Fig. 3 (panel a), as its position
is rmly held in place by interactions with the complex N-
glycans at N165 and N343, which contribute to pulling it
towards a conformation intermediate near to a closed RBD,
shown in Fig. S2 and S6.† In this conformation the N165 and
N343 N-glycans interact extensively with residues in the receptor
binding motif (RBM), possibly preluding to a nal closing, as
reported in earlier work, showing the gating activity of the
glycans at N343.18 When the RBD is near closing there is a very
limited degree of freedom in the lateral angle coordinate. As an
390 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 386–395
interesting point, when the FA2G2 N-glycan at N343 interacts
with the RBD, its core fucose becomes less accessible to
a potential recognition, see Fig. 3 (panel b).
N234-Man9 with FA2G2 at N370

Analysis of the glycan shield topology through the ancestral
sequence reconstruction of select SARS S sequences, shown in
Fig. 4 (panel d), indicates the loss of a sequon at N370 in the
SARS-CoV-2Wuhan-Hu-1 strain, due to a mutation to NSA of the
conserved NST present in closely related strains of current
interest, namely SARS-CoV, the bat RaTG13G S and the pangolin
CoV S. To study the effect on SARS-CoV-2 S structure and
dynamics of this additional ancestral glycan at N370, we
restored the sequon at N370 and glycosylated this position with
a complex FA2G2 N-glycan, consistently with data reported in
the literature for SARS-CoV.47 In this model, position N234 is
modied with Man9, while positions N343 and N165 are gly-
cosylated with complex N-glycans with a bisecting GlcNAc and
core fucosylation at N343 (FA2B), and without core-fucosylation
at N165 (A2B). Our results, shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1, indicate
that the wide-open RBD conformation in the N370-glycosylated
SARS-CoV-2 S is as stable as the one observed for the corre-
sponding N234-Man9, where the N-glycan at N370 lls the
interior of the empty pocket together with the Man9. In this
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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model, the Man9 at N234 is only able to access the entrance of
the pocket due to steric hindrance with the N370 glycan that
occupies the core. This suggest that once the RBD opens, an S
glycoform with glycosylated N370 would be highly competent in
exposing the RBD to the ACE2 receptor, as the SARS-CoV-2 S
with a large oligomannose at N234.

The analysis of the dynamics of the closed RBDs of proto-
mers A and C (PDB 6VYB numbering) shows that the N370 N-
glycan of RBD (A) is tightly bound to the surface of the adjacent
closed RBD (C), threading the two closed RBDs together, see
Fig. 4 (panel b, e and f) and Fig. S7.† The 3D architecture of the
complex FA2G2 N-glycan at N370, characterized by independent
dynamics of the arms,48 allows for stable interactions of the (1–
6) arm within a cle in the RBD, anked by residues between
N448 and Y453 on one side and F490 and Y495 on the other, see
Fig. 4 (panel e and f) and Fig. S7,† that support binding through
hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions with different
monosaccharide units along the (1–6) arm. Because of the
stability of the N370 glycan–protein interaction in the closed
RBD, N370 glycosylation may hinder the opening mechanism.
Thus, the loss of glycosylation at N370 likely contributes to
enhancing the binding activity of S and infectivity of SARS-CoV-
2 relative to other variants with an N-glycosylation sequon at
this position.

Discussion

The SARS-CoV-2 S glycosylation prole with expression in (or
infection of) mammalian cells has been reported by several
studies,8,10–15,45 almost all of which nd a large oligomannose N-
glycan, such as Man9–7, as themost common structure at N234.
This is especially true in highly stable prefusion SARS-CoV-2 S
trimer glycoforms,10,30 which bear the 2P mutation.6,49 Mean-
while, a shorter Man5 appears to be present or even the domi-
nant structure at N234 in the virus8,30 and in the secreted
ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 (AZD1222) vaccine epitope,14,15 suggesting
a higher degree of accessibility to that site by alpha-
mannosidases in the ER. The results of multi-microsecond
simulations presented in this work indicate that a reduced
degree of lling of the pocket le empty by the opening of the
RBD by a smaller N-glycan at N243 leads progressively higher
degree of instability of the wide-open conformation of the RBD.
More specically, while the N234-Man5 model appears
competent in exposing the open RBD despite its higher
dynamics relative to the N234-Man9 model, the N234-Man3
model leads to a dominant “more closed” conformation, see
Fig. S2,† where the paucimannose cannot form stable interac-
tions within the pocket, interacting only with residues at the
pocket's gate or outside it, see Fig. 3 and S6.† The progressive
destabilization upon reduction of the N-glycan size at N234 is in
agreement with the results obtained for the N234A/N165A
mutant,17 designed to account for the complete removal of
glycosylation at N234, which leads to 60% less binding to the
ACE2 receptor as determined through biolayer interferometry
assays.17 It should be noted that the compact architecture of the
S trimer does not allow for very large excursions in terms of
lateral and especially of axial angles, nevertheless changes in
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
these parameters in the same numerical range observed for the
N234A/N165A mutant17 have been shown to correspond to
dramatic difference in ACE2 binding.

In agreement with recent work that discusses the roles of the
glycan at N343 in supporting the RBD intermediate dynamics
between open and closed conformations,41 and of the glycan at
N165 in supporting the open RBD,17 we observed that the
stability of the N234-Man5 is signicantly reduced when all the
N-glycans in the shield are reduced to Man5 (All-Man5 model).
In agreement with recent work,41 this destabilization is due
primarily to the lack of interactions that the shorter Man5 at
N343 can make with the open RBD, and in particular with
residues in the disordered loop within the RBM (400 to 508), in
addition to the Man5 at N234 allowing the RBD to be relatively
unhinged. We have shown that this destabilization is partially
recovered when the N234 is occupied by a larger oligomannose,
such as Man9. However, within this framework, the RBD adopts
a more closed conformation, where the Man5 at both N165 and
N343 can interact with the open RBD and with each other, see
Fig. S5.†

The introduction of an additional glycosylation site at N370,
which SARS-CoV-2 S has lost due to the T372A mutation in the
Wuhan-Hu-1 and derived strains, illustrates the importance of
an effective lling of the cavity le empty by the opening of the
RBD. Indeed, the complex FA2G2 glycan at N370 can easily
access the pocket in addition to Man9 at N234, which in this
specic case can only partially ll it due to steric hindrance. We
have shown that the presence of an N370 glycan contributes
effectively to the stability of the wide-open RBD state, which
nevertheless needs to be achieved starting from a closed S
conformation.41 To this end, we nd that the N370 N-glycan on
the SARS-CoV-2 S throughout all our simulations occupies
a specic cle on the surface of the closed RBDs. This binding
mode is stabilized by a network of hydrogen bonds and
hydrophobic interactions between the protein and the mono-
saccharides of the FA2G2 N370 glycan (1–6) arms, see Fig. 4 and
S7.† Because the N370 glycan involved in this interaction orig-
inates from the adjacent closed RBD, its binding results in tying
the closed RBDs together, likely hindering opening in the rst
place. This is in agreement with recent work50 suggesting that
the introduction of a N370 sequon in SARS-CoV-2 S negatively
affects binding to human ACE2, contributing to increased
replication of SARS-CoV-2 S in human cells relative to its puta-
tive ancestral variant. Furthermore, it is also interesting to note
that cryo-EM S structures from the bat RatG13 and pangolin
CoV variants, both carrying the N370 sequon, have been only
solved in their closed states,25,33,34 possibly also suggesting
opening is less favoured in these S glycoproteins relative to the
SARS-CoV-2 S.

Ultimately, the tight binding we observed between the N370
N-glycan and the surface of the SARS-CoV-2 S closed RBD
surface is not only interesting in terms of the implications for
higher ACE2-binding activity through loss of the corresponding
sequon suggests, but also indicates the presence of a glycan
binding site in that cle, which is occupied in CoV variants that
retain that sequon. In this context, recent work35 provided
evidence that heparan sulfate (HS) binds the SARS-CoV-2 S RBD
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 386–395 | 391



Fig. 4 (panels a and c) Kernel density estimation (KDE) analysis of the lateral and axial angle distributions calculated through the uncorrelated MD
trajectories obtained for N370-glycosylated N234-Man9 (purple), replicas R1, 2, and for N234-Man9 (cyan), replicas R1, 2 for comparison. (panel
b) Close-ups on a representative snapshot of the N370-glycosylated N234-Man3 (R2) simulation from top. Man9 at N234 (B, C) is shown in green,
while the complex N-glycans at N165 (B, C), N343 (C, A) and N370 (C, A) are shown in cyan, purple and yellow, respectively. The surface of the
open RBD (B) is shown in orange and of the closed RBD (C) is shown in white; the rest of the protein is shown in grey. All other glycans are shown
in blue, as an overlay of snapshots collected every 10 frames. Data analysis and graphs were done with seaborn (www.seaborn.pydata.org) and
molecular rendering with VMD28. (panel d) Gain, loss, and retention of N-glycosylation sequons through the evolution of SARS-CoV-2 S as
inferred from ancestral sequence reconstruction based on selected coronavirus spike proteins. The predicted ancestral sequence is at the top
and the current SARS-CoV-2 S sequence at the base. Colours show gain (green), retention (grey), or loss (blue) of a sequon at a specific amino
acid position at each phylogenetic node. N-glycosylation sequon positions are numbered as in the current SARS-CoV-2 sequence. Positions in
the current SARS-CoV-2 sequence that are aligned with multiple sequons in reconstructed ancestral sequences due to insertion/deletion events
also include their position in the multiple sequence alignment in parentheses. (panel e) Close-up of the RBD C bound to the N370 FA2G2 N-
glycan represented with sticks and yellow C atoms. The RBD C is represented through a solvent accessible surface colorised based on the
electrostatic potential calculated with the APBS plugin in PyMol (www.pymol.org). Darker shades of blue indicate increasingly positive charge,
white indicate neutral charge and increasingly red shades indicate negatively charged regions. (panel f) Representation of the RBDC bound to the
N370 FA2G2 N-glycan in the same orientation as in (panel e) highlighting potentially critical residues for binding. Molecular rendering done with
PyMol.
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in a ternary complex with ACE2, as an essential interaction for
cell infection, meanwhile unfractionated heparin, non-anti-
coagulant heparin, heparin lyases, and lung HS are found to
potently block SARS-CoV-2 S binding to ACE2 and infection.
Notably, the same study provides evidence that SARS-CoV S
binding to heparin–BSA is signicantly reduced, yet not
completely negated.35 Furthermore, recent work has also shown
evidence that the RBD of SARS-CoV-2 S specically binds sia-
logangliosides, such as GM1 and GM2, with the same affinity
observed for glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), as well as blood group
antigens with a lower affinity.39 Our results suggest that in SARS-
CoV2 S a glycan-binding cle on the RBD surface is available
and broadly accessible to be occupied by GAGs, sialoganglio-
sides as well as blood group antigens, provided that they t the
structural and electronic constraints that the site imposes.
Meanwhile, in SARS-CoV S binding of these species may be
disfavoured, because the cle is occupied by the N370 glycan
from the adjacent protomer, further stabilizing the closed
conformation. Furthermore, because of the high density of
GAGs and sialogangliosides displayed on the surface of
mammalian cells, we can speculate that this recently acquired
topological change of the glycan shield may be advantageous for
the virus towards cell surface localization and increased affinity
to ACE2, where these glycans act as co-receptors.35,39 Further
investigation on these topics is underway.

Analysis of reconstructed SARS S ancestral sequences indi-
cates that while the N370 sequon was recently lost in SARS-CoV-
2 S, this sequon was only quite recently acquired within the
phylogeny. However, proximal N-glycosylation sequons for
example at position 364 (D364-YS in CoV2) have been gained
and lost alternatively, see Fig. 4 (panel d). Based on our results,
it is reasonable to think that glycosylation within this S topo-
logical region may have been evolutionarily conserved, because
of its role in effectively stabilizing the open RBD, despite the
higher energetic cost involved in the transition from the RBD
down-to-up state. In SARS-CoV-2, glycosylation at N234, which
according to our analysis, shown in Fig. 4 (panel d), also
appeared recently, would then functionally take the role of
a glycan at N370. This evolutionary exibility in the precise
positions of glycosylation sites would make the presence of any
specic glycan dispensable, with the consequent advantage of
ensuring easier RBD opening reaction, and thus a more active S.

Conclusions

In this work we have used multi-microsecond MD simulations
to determine the effect of changes in the nature and topology of
the SARS-CoV-2 S N-glycosylation at sites known to be involved
in its function. Our results indicate that reducing the size of the
N-glycans at N234 led to the instability of the “wide-open” RBD
conformation, with a consequent increase in RBD dynamics
and a progressive stabilization of conformations favouring the
closed protomer. Additionally, the structure of the N-glycans at
N165 and N343 also affects the stability of the open RBD with
shorter structures unable to effectively interact with the RBD
disordered loop within the RBM. This effect is especially
dramatic when a shorter N-glycan, such as Man5, is also present
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
at N234. To account for changes in the glycan shield topology,
we explored the effect of re-introducing N-glycosylation to
a recently lost sequon at N370. Our results indicate that while
the N-glycan at N370 is highly effective in stabilizing the open
RBD in conjunction with the N-glycan at N234, it tightly binds
a specic cle on the surface of the closed RBD, tying the closed
protomers together and likely increasing the energetic cost of
the RBD opening. Because the architecture of this RBD cle is
particularly able to bind multiple monosaccharides through
a network of hydrogen bonds and dispersion interactions, we
suggest that in SARS-CoV-2 it can be occupied by other diverse
glycan structures, such as glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans or
sialylated species, which have also been shown to bind S. This
exibility in glycan-binding preference would provide an addi-
tional advantage in terms of increasing localization at the host
cell surface. Finally, comparative analysis of reconstructed SARS
ancestral sequences suggests that specic changes in the glycan
shield topology at and around N370, in conjunction with the
gain of N-glycosylation at N234, may have contributed to an
increase in S activity, and thus of the infectivity of the SARS-
CoV-2 relative to closely related coronaviruses.
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All MD trajectories are available OA in PDB format on https://
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